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Abstract : The stability of rotating nuclei against fission is investigated within the defor- ,r
mation valley through compact and creviced shapes and the liquid-drop model including 1C

the nuclear proximity energy. In this fission path, a scission barrier stands at large defor- r_
mations and still exists at very high spins. The macroscopic deformation energy profile is )S

relatively flat till (3 ~ 0.7 at intermediate angular momenta and shell effects can generate ; c

superdeformed states. At higher spins the potential pocket is pushed at the foot of the r,.
scission barrier by the centrifugal forces and hyperdeformed nuclear states take place. The •,,.
main characteristics of these predicted hyperdeformed nuclei such as spin, deformation, u

moment of inertia, quadrupole moment and excitation energy are given in the whole nu- x .
clear mass range.

PACS numbers : 21.10.Hw, 21.60.Ev, 24.75.+i,25.70.-z



1. INTRODUCTION

The origin and importance of the nuclear deformations have captured the attention of
nuclear structure and low energy heavy-ion physicists for half a century now. An exciting
resurgence is brought on by the future development of very powerful new experimental
facilities such as Eurogam and Euroball in Europe and Gammasphere in the U.S.A. with
sensitivities three to five orders of magnitude greater than those currently available.

Historically, the discovery of superdeformed actinide isomers (/3 ~ 0.6) by Polikanov
et al1 in 1962 was the first observation of deformed nuclear shapes beyond the normal
oblate or prolate deformations around the sphere. Later on, Azuma et al 2 found superde-
formation in the 100Sr ground state and Piercey et al 3 in nKr(0 = 0.4). The study of
superdeformed states at high angular momentum began with the detection4 of a cascade in
n2Ce(0 ~ 0.4) followed after by a rotational band 5 in lS2Dy(0 ~ 0.6). A third region of
rotational superdeformed shapes has been established6 around A ~* 190 (/3 ~ 0.5). Results

r supporting the existence of superdeformed isomeric states in 24Mg are also now available
IC 7 '8 . Connections between the superdeformed states at high spins and normal deformed
r" states at lower spins have been observed in 143Eu of late 9.
>s

• e Hyperdeformed nuclear shapes have also been seen. Indeed, hyperdeformed fission
r" isomers have been detected in a third well in Th nuclei 10 and evidence for the hyperde-
''* formed prolate nuclear shape at high angular momentum has also been observed recently
]> n at the Chalk River Laboratories in 1S2 Dy. In this experiment, the measured ridge

1 spacing in the p-7-7 matrix leads to a dynamic moment of inertia of 130Ji2MeF"1 which
gives, in the static approach, /? > 0.9 and a very high spin range of about 75 - 98ft.

Theoretically, most of the experimental data relative to the .,::;•• rdeformed ground
states or superdeformed nuclei at high spins 12 '13 have been explained within the Strutinsky
shell correction method added to the liquid drop model and the Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov
method 14. Hyperdeformed nuclear states have also been predicted by calculations based
on the cranking Strutinsky method with a deformed Woods-Saxon potential15'36 or the
cranked cluster model 17 .

In a previous work 18 and within the rotational generalized liquid drop model we
have shown that if a rapidly rotating 152 Dy nucleus enters into the compact and creviced
shape valley the balance between the centrifugal forces and the nuclear proximity forces
creates stable hyperdeformed states even at very high angular momenta. The stability of
these strongly distorted nuclear configurations is assured by the existence of an external
scission barrier due to the effects of the proximity energy in the neck separating the two
parts of the hyperdeformed shape. In such a deformation path, the maximal angular
momentum against fission for the 152 Dy nucleus is about 115ft and hyperdeformed states
appear above 70ft. With increasing spin the geometrical characteristics varie from /3 ~ 0.8
, J x ~ 94ft2.MeV"1 and Q ~ 20eb to (3 ~ 0.96, I1 ~ HSft^MeV-1 and Q ~ 30et. The
experimental data agree with these values.



The purpose of the present work is to give the main features of these macroscopic
rotational hyperdeformed states found in this deformation valley in the whole nuclear
mass range.

2. SHAPE SEQUENCE AND DEFORMATION ENERGY

In figure 1, the selected compact and creviced shape sequence (elliptic Iemniscatoids)
and the axially symmetric ellipsoidal shapes are displayed for same values of the deforma-
tion parameter /?. The spheroidal configurations are often chosen to determine the shell
effects even at large deformations. In the first case, the shape keeps almost spherical ends
and the formation of a deep neck occurs before the elongation of the nuclear system which
is later on ensured by the separation of the two spherical fragments. In the second case the
curvature increases continuously at the tips of the shape and sooner or later an unstability
will develop leading the nucleus to leave this deformation valley.

From the experimental results one can essentially extract the dynamic moment of
inertia and the quadrupole moment. In a rotational cascade the dynamic moment of
inertia is directly connected to the energy difference between two consecutive 7-rays by
the relation :

Within the framework of the Extended Thomas-Fermi method it has been shown
19 that the moment of inertia does not deviate very much from the rigid body ansatz
since corrective terms arising from the orbital motion and the spin degrees of freedom
roughly cancel each other, particularly at large deformations. The quadrupole moments are
obtained from the transition rates which are deduced from the mean lifetime measurements.

The variations of the relative (to the sphere) perpendicular rigid moment of inertia
and of the relative quadrupole moment in the compact and creviced shape valley and in
the spheroidal shape sequence are described in figures 2 and 3. The relative quadrupole
moment Q1 the mass quadrupole moment Ç20 and the conventional electric quadrupole
moment QCOnv are defined as 20

= AQR2
0/(4n/3) , (3)
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'" C a r Qeonv = -T?20 • (4)

For these axially symmetric shapes the deformation parameter /? is related to ç20 and
the perpendicular and parallel rigid moments of inertia by :

.«ids)
:rma-
shell P=[I)V2A-1 <r2>-*q20, (5)
ends
hich

fi « 2[J]"»(/± - / |)/(/i + 0.5/y). (6)

For the elliptic lemniscatoids, the formulas given these geometrical characteristics as
n a function of a the ratio between the neck radius and the half elongation of the shape may
nt ,of be found in Refs 18,20-22.
•s by

For ellipsoidal shapes, one has simply :

T S*'*+*-2'3 ,-v
(1) /J. = 5 . (7)

shown /|| = *~2/3 - (8)
.sat z

?dom

r e r t i a where s is the ratio between the major and minor axes.
d in

uP° I e It is quite striking to observe in these figures that till /3 about 0.8 - 0.9 the differences
u p between the values of I± (and Q) in the two valleys are very small even though these

two deformation valleys are so different. Therefore the values of I± and Q deduced from
the experimental data lead to a good evaluation of the parameter /3 but to a very poor
knowledge of the nucleus elongation and of the neck development.

(2)
The same conclusion may be drawn for the effective moment of inertia (see fig.4) which

is connected to the angular distribution of fragments in fission reactions.

(3) Ij, = V - /I1 • (10)



The deformation energy of a rotating nucleus has been calculated within the rotational
liquid drop model taking into account the nuclear proximity forces inside the crevice or
the gap separating the nascent fragments or the separated nuclei. Naturally, the proximity
energy term plays an essential role 21 in the creviced shape valley and is not relevant for the
spheroidal deformations. This explains that this contribution has been neglected during
a so long time and that its importance has only appeared when heavy-ion reactions have
been investigated.

The explicit definitions and formulas necessary to determine the deformation energy
may be obtained in Refs 18,21 and 22. The rigid perpendicular moment of inertia has been
used to determine the rotational energy.

3. 1-DEPENDENT FISSION BARRIERS

The macroscopic fission barriers encountered in the compact and creviced shape path
by the 24Mg, 72Se, 132Ce and " 1 Hg nuclei are plotted in figures 5, 6, 7 and 8. In the whole
mass range, the barriers take place at large deformations and the top corresponds to two
separated spherical nuclei maintained in unstable equilibrium by the attractive proximity
forces which counteract the repulsive Coulomb forces. Then the top position is more
external that the one of two touching spherical fragments and the barrier offers resistance
to the scission of the deformed nuclear system. Such scission barriers were raised also by
Norenberg23 long time ago but only for actinide nuclei. He concluded that "because of the
partial cancellation of nuclear attraction and Coulomb repulsion between the fragments
the deformations are rather small at this point" (barrier top).

This supports our hypothesis of spherical fragments going away from each other after
the rupture of the neck. These external barriers are high and thin and till /? ~ 0.7 - 0.8
the deformation energy profile is very flat at medium spins. The shape variation occurs at
relatively constant energy and it is not surprising that, at intermediate angular momenta,
shell rearrangements create shallow wells where superdeformed states may survive.

The most specific feature of this deformation valley is its ability to conserve a macroscopic
potential pocket at very high spins. This is due to the large moments of inertia and
curvature at the saddle-point. Therefore if a rotating nucleus enters into this deformation
path, it will be difficult for it to undertake the fission process, even at high excitation
energy. It will be rather trapped in this external well located at the foot of the scission
barrier. So with increasing spins the superdeformed states due to shell effects disappear and
macroscopic hyperdeformed states appear in a wide range of very high spins. Theoretical
determinations of the shell effects on these underlying macroscopic states are very difficult
for such distorted and creviced configurations at such high spins within the Strutinsky
method or HFB approach. Furthermore these calculations yield very different results
depending on whether the system is treated as one or two systems24. Nevertheless it is
highly probable that the shell contributions are strongly attenuated. In particular, the
nuclear forces between the nucléons in regard in the neck contribute to lower these shell



• ••J effects.
or I
" ' ! Let us recall that to be confident with our way to determine the energy of a de-
e formed nucleus in this so called "second or new fission valley" 24 we have checked 25>2e our

i ç predictions of the fission and fusion barrier heights as well as fusion cross sections with
*'e experimental data and the agreement is quite satisfactory in the whole mass range.

4. HYPERDEPORMATION REGION

•n The purpose of this section is to state precisely the characteristics of these hyperde-
formed nuclei located beyond the superdeformation region. In figure 9, the width of the
hyperdeformation region in the angular momentum space is displayed as a function of the
nuclear mass (in the beta-stability valley). The high and low limits have been obtained
assuming that the wells are deeper than 0.5 MeV. The spin interval increases continuously

• h with the mass of the deformed nucleus and is very large for the heaviest systems. This is
nle due to the very high value of the critical angular momentum against fission in this deforma-
• o tion valley and within our prescription to determine the potential energy (see Refs 25 and
ity 27 to compare with calculations using other parameters and other shape sequences and Ref
re 28 to obtain the mass and temperature dependence of the maximal angular momentum

ice against binary and ternary fission). In such a macroscopic approach a rough estimation
:>y of the excitation energy of an hyperdeformed nucleus may be obtained in considering the
rie difference between the energy at the well bottom and the sphere energy at 1=0 (see figure

sts 10). For medium masses (A ~ 100 - 150) the upper limit of the excitation energy leading
to hyperdeformed states seems to be about 90-100 MeV. For the heaviest systems, 5 ~ 15
MeV of excitation are sufficient to attain hyperdeformed configurations. As an example

ter (see figure 8), for the 191 Hg nucleus, the deformation energy increases very slowly till
•̂8 j3 ~ 0.7 — 0.8 even at very low spins and this allows the formation of superdeformed states
at with very few excitation energy and to reach rapidly the hyperdeformation region with
:a, increasing spins.

The values of the rigid moment of inertia, the mass quadrupole moment and the
^ic deformation parameter /? in this very large deformation region are indicated in figures
id 11, 12 and 13. The lower curves give only a first idea of the boundary between super

'on and hyperdeformation regions and the inclusion of shell effects would distort and induce
on oscillations on these lines. Nevertheless, a comparison may be done with some experimental
on data 6<29-30 for the electric quadrupole moment and the moment of inertia of superdeformed
id bands : Q = 8.8e& in 132Ce , / = 68^.MeV-1 in 142Eu , / = 87^.MeV"1 in 152Dy
a] and Q = 18 ± 3eb and / = UOh2MeV-1 in 191Hg. We obtain respectively Q = 10.4e6
jit in 132Ce , / = 69.5ft2.AfeV-3 in 142Eu , / = 79J^MeV"1 in "2Dy and Q = 2l.5eb and

r.Ky / = 121^.MeV"1 in 191Hg. The agreement is correct and puts forward the importance
~'its of the underlying macroscopic potential surface.
• is
he

vll



5. CONCLUSION

The energy of a rotating nucleus which elongates through compact and creviced shapes
has been calculated within the liquid drop model including the nuclear proximity energy.
The nucleon-nucleon forces in the growing neck between the nascent fragments generate a
scission barrier. At medium spins, the macroscopic deformation energy profile is relatively
flat till the foot of the barrier and shell effects can create superdeformed states. For higher
angular momenta the centrifugal forces push the potential pocket just before the scission
barrier allowing the formation of macroscopic hyperdeformed states. These hyperdeforma-
tions persist at very high spins and their geometric characteristics are compatible with the
recent data on hyperdeformed states in 1 5 2Dj/. The predicted essential features of these
hyperdeformed minima such as spin, excitation energy, moment of inertia, quadrupole
moment and deformation are given in the whole periodic table.

The new technological developments in Ge detectors within the Euroball project will
widely improve the efficiency of the gamma spectrometers and, then, should allow to know
the exact nature of these hyperdeformations and their mass and spin dependence.

This work has benefited from discussions with A. Galindo-Uribarri, B. Haas and P.
Quentin.
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F I G U R E C A P T I O N S

Fig.l : Comparison between the shape sequence leading the initial nucleus to two tan-
gent spherical fragments and the prolate ellipsoidal deformations. Volume conservation is
assumed.

Fig.2 : Relative perpendicular moment of inertia (full line) and quadrupole moment
(dashed curve) as a function of the deformation parameter /3 or the ratio ntm between the
neck radius and half the elongation of the elliptic lemniscatoids.

Fig.3 : Same as figure 2 but for the prolate ellipsoidal deformations. Se<i is the ratio
between the semi-axes of the spheroid.

Fig.4 : Inverse relative effective moment of inertia for the compact and creviced shape
sequence (full line) and the prolate ellipsoidal deformations (dashed curve).

Fig.5 : Sum of the macroscopic and rotational energies as functions of the deformation
and the angular momentum (ft unit) for 2* Mg.

Fig.6 : Same as figure 5 but for 7 2Se.

Fig.7 : Same as figure 5 but for 132Ce.

Fig.8 : Same as figure 5 but for

Fig.9 : Maximal angular momentum that a nucleus is able to sustain against the centrifugal
force and minimal angular momentum for which still exists a potential pocket different from
the one corresponding to the spherical ground state. The "hyperdeformation region" takes
place between these two curves.

Fig. 10 : Excitation energy of the hyperdeformed states at the boundaries of the "hyper-
deformation region" as a function of the mass number in the beta-stability valley.

Fig.ll : Same as figure 10 but for the perpendicular rigid moment of inertia.

Fig.12 : Same as figure 10 but for the mass quadrupole moment.

Fig.13 : Same as figure 10 but for the deformation parameter (3.
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